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Abstract: Research on variability in software artefacts is something which is already studied
extensively in research. The visualisation of variability is one aspect of this research, and
results like e.g. feature diagrams are well-known and well-spread. When it concerns the origin
of the variability within the phase of requirements engineering, research is much scarcer. A
visualisation technique for both representing the origin and the amount of variability in
requirements is not readily available in research. This paper provides a way to represent the
origin of variability in requirements with the aid of a technique called formal concept analysis
(FCA). Additionally the support that FCA can provide for variability related decisions during
(early) requirements engineering is also depicted in this paper. Proof of the usability of FCA for
the visualization, and documentation, of variability is shown with the aid of a real-life case
study. FCA is also applied in the real-life case study to check the compatibility of FCA as a
visualization method to support variability decision making during requirements engineering.
Keywords: Requirements Management, Variability Management, Formal Concept Analysis,
Harmonization, Variabilization
Categories: I.3.8

1

Introduction

As long as all the needs for a certain software system are the same over all of the
(future) stakeholders, the job of the requirements engineer is quite straightforward.
The problems start to occur when the stakeholders have differences in their needs
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amongst each other. Combining the different needs of all the stakeholders during
requirements engineering (RE) into one set of requirements is when variability is
formed based on these different needs of the stakeholders. Dealing with the variability
by acknowledging and coping with it, or by ignoring it, is a form of management that
needs to be done by the requirements engineer. Variability in the context of RE is
here thus seen as the existence of differences in stakeholders’ needs (and
requirements) for a particular software system. This definition is in line with the
definition of variability proposed by Kim, Her and Chang [Kim, 05]. Variability
management can be defined, as stated by Schmid and John [Schmid, 04], as
“encompassing the activities of explicitly representing variability in software artefacts
throughout the lifecycle, managing dependences among different variabilities, and
supporting the instantiation of the variabilities”. One thing which is very important to
take into account is that differences in stakeholders’ needs only can be considered
variability in requirements when these differences are explicitly taking into account
into the requirements. When the differences in the stakeholders’ needs are ignored, no
variability will be present in the requirements. If this purposely ignoring difference in
stakeholders’ needs should still be considered a form of variability management or
not is open for debate, given the idea that only acknowledged differences are
considered variability. Variability management in this paper will always be
considered in the situation where some amount of variability is present.
The importance of variability management in the context as described above has
already been subject of literature since it was studied in multiple different software
development paradigms. Some sort of starting point can be found in the seminal work
of Kang, Cohen, Hess, Novak and Peterson [Kang, 90]. This seminal work concerning
variability frameworks dates from 1990 and is called the Feature-Oriented Domain
Analysis (FODA) specification. Multiple variability management approaches and
variability frameworks have been developed since. Central in many of these
frameworks is the concept of a feature diagram. Feature diagrams can be defined as a
family of popular modelling languages used for engineering requirements according
to Schobbens, Heymans and Trigaux [Schobbens, 06]. The central idea of feature
diagrams is to visualize the decomposition of the root feature, which represents the
main function of the to-be-created software system, into more detailed features.
Feature diagrams are often used throughout many of the phases of software
engineering, and quite often in RE to model common and variable aspects of the tobe-created software system.
Languages like feature diagrams offer a formal representation of the variability.
The information represented by this representation is mainly on the amount of
variability and how the variability is interrelated. The representation does not provide
information on the necessity of the inclusion of the variability however, it does not
represent the origin of the variability. The focus of this paper is on the origin of the
variability before it is decided to be a necessary part of the to-be-created software
system, so the focus is on the decisions to include the differences in needs as
variability in the requirements. These decisions to include variability will be called
the variability decisions in the remainder of this paper. More specifically the focus of
the paper is a focus on the visualization of the impact of these variability decisions,
the decisions whether or not to include variability in the to-be-created software
system requirements, is pursued in order to somewhat facilitate the job of the
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requirements engineer during variability management. The second section of this
paper delves into existing research in the field of variability management and states
the research question based on an identified gap in existing research. The third section
defines the variability-related decisions of variability management that need to be
taken during RE by the requirements engineer, and positions these decisions against
the general RE process. Section four proposes an approach to visualize and document
the origin of the variability. Furthermore, it visualizes variability-related decisions
and their impact on the variability as they are taken during RE through the use of
formal concept analysis. Section five empirically shows the added value that formal
concept analysis can provide by means of application on a real-life project. Section
six goes into detail on a caveat made in section four and tests whether the assumption
of a flat requirements structure can be dropped without the visualization technique
losing too much of its value. Section seven gives a conclusion as well as directions for
future research.

2

Existing Requirements Variability Visualization Research

The importance of variability management specifically within the field of RE is
acknowledged as an important contemporary research topic. Because it is so
important, the research on variability management in RE can be positioned in the
dimensional representation of RE by Pohl [Pohl, 93]. Variability management
concerns the "agreement" dimension. The objective related to this dimension is
increasing what Pohl calls the common system specification. This common system
specification is that part of the requirements where the different stakeholder’s views
have been unified into one agreed upon specification. However, at the same time Pohl
acknowledges that some requirements will remain on which none or only partial
agreement can be reached between stakeholders. How to manage this absence of
agreement, and thus variability, is exactly what will be studied in this paper.
In the field of research on variability management during RE there are several
frameworks available to manage and visualize the variability. Probably the most
popular one is feature modelling, with visualization through feature diagrams, as
mentioned before [Schobbens, 06]. Another research effort on managing variability is
known as viewpoint-oriented RE and leans more closely to the ideas of Pohl.
Viewpoint-oriented RE is based on the fact that stakeholders can have different views.
In order to handle requirements which are identical between stakeholders, also called
crosscutting requirements, the concept of aspects is used [Pu, 09]. Resolving
crosscutting requirements is called viewpoint resolution [Sampaio do Prado Leite,
91], this resolution of variability is focused however on implementation time and not
on design time. While both feature modelling and viewpoint-oriented RE offer a
visualization technique, neither of them offers a representation of the origin of
variability, as already mentioned before. The same issue is present in the research on
decision modelling, which is a framework for capturing the kind of decisions that
need to be made in order to arrive at a specific product in the product line [Schmid,
11].
There is another strand of research which can be traced back to the concept of a
requirements modelling language as introduced in 1986 [Greenspan, 86]. Based on
this seminal work several requirements modelling frameworks were developed. The
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most renown requirements modelling frameworks which use some kind of visual
representation of the requirements in this area of research are the KAOS method
[Darimont, 96] and the i* framework [Yu, 97]. Both modelling frameworks focus on
goal modelling, albeit both with a completely different focus. The advantage of goal
modelling is that it focuses itself on early requirements engineering, so it is not
possible to have an implementation bias or a focus on specifications rather than on
requirements, as it is the case in feature modelling.
The central premise of the KOAS method is the decomposition of goals into subgoals, in order to arrive at a level of goals which are readily implementable. The
decomposition of the goals can be visualized through a graph representing this
decomposition. In this KAOS method there is also room for alternatives through
construct of OR-decomposition. This provides the possibility to introduce variability
in the goal decomposition, and to represent variability visually to a certain extent. The
problem is however that the origin of the variability is not visualized in the
decomposition graphs of KAOS, and as a result the method provides insufficient
information to support the variability decision making process, just like with feature
diagrams although the focus of KAOS is more towards early requirements
engineering, there where the variability decisions are taken.
In contrast to the KAOS method and other research mentioned above, the i*
framework does provide the origin of the goals, or as they call it the ‘why’ component
of the goals. The i* framework is basically a set of two models, i.e. the strategic
dependency model and the strategic rationale model. It is the strategic rationale model
that provides the link between the goals and why these goals are needed. As a result,
the need for requirements can be visually modelled. The drawback of the strategic
rationale model, and thus of the i* framework is that the visual representation of
variability is almost completely lost due to the focus on the origin of the requirements.
Therefore, one can state that although the i* framework solves the problem that
KAOS has with representing the origin of the variability at the same time it loses
some of the power of KAOS to represent variability in goals. In the context of this
research some kind of combination of both representation of the variability and the
origin of this variability is needed in order to support the communication during the
variability decision making process.
A limitation of all the research mentioned above, besides the i* framework, is that
although these frameworks focus on providing an overview of the variability in the
requirements, they always start from the assumption that the decisions concerning
what variability to keep and what variability to put out of scope are already taken.
These frameworks do not provide a form of systematic documentation of these
variability decisions taken. The central question in the research in this paper therefore
revolves around the visualization of the origin of the variability in order to be able to
support the variability decisions between the different stakeholders during RE.
Without the visualization of the origin of the variability, supporting the variability
decisions is impossible. More specifically the research question addressed in this
paper is: “How can variability be visualized to make the impact of variability
decisions more clear to all stakeholders?” If the impact of variability decisions can be
visualized, this visualization also serves as a form of documentation which can be
used to support the choices which were made ex post.
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Harmonization and Variabilization

Looking at the RE process, many possible ways of identifying phases in this process
can be found. According to Nuseibeh and Easterbrook requirements engineering
phase consists of following core activities: requirements elicitation, requirements
modelling and analysis, requirements communication, requirements agreement, and
requirements evolution [Nuseibeh, 00]. Van Lamsweerde sees the requirements
engineering phase as a cyclical process starting with domain understanding and
requirements elicitation, continued with requirements evaluation and negotiation,
followed by requirements specification and documentation, and ending with
requirements consolidation before going back into the domain understanding and
requirements elicitation once again to start the circle over [van Lamsweerde, 09].
While Nuseibeh and Easterbrook define five sub phases of requirements engineering
van Lamsweerde only defines four. Upon closer inspection it can be seen however
that the fifth sub phase of Nuseibeh and Easterbrook is more or less equivalent to the
start of a reiteration of the requirements engineering phase by van Lamsweerde. This
iterative cycle view is by far the most common view on RE. Another possible division
of RE, one more useful in this context, is to split the process up into two big parts or
concerns. This division is based on the concept of the RE problem as defined by Zave
and Jackson [Zave, 97], and later refined by Jureta, Mylopoulos and Faulkner [Jureta,
08]. The RE problem is described as the need to obtain specifications that fulfil the
requirements of a to-be-created software system within a particular domain context.
The first part or concern, (forming the RE problem) is the central focus during
requirements analysis when all the statements from the involved stakeholders are
gathered and brought together. Activities like requirements gathering and
requirements elicitation can also typically be linked to this first concern. Once all
statements are collected, the requirements engineer has a complete overview of how
the specific project’s RE problem looks like for the to-be-created software system.
The second part or concern then comes into play. This concern (solving the RE
problem) is central during requirements specification when the requirements engineer
develops a set of specifications to which the to-be-created software system should
adhere to. The objective at this point in time is to take into account as much as
possible the statements issued by the stakeholders. Requirements validation can also
typically be linked to this second RE concern. The remark can be made that there are
RE activities which cannot be clearly be linked to one of the two concerns described
here. Requirements management for instance typically encompasses both RE
concerns. Nevertheless, a focus on these key concerns is important in variability
management, since RE becomes complex when variability is introduced. Variability
management boils down to taking two decisions. These decisions are called
harmonization and variabilization and are explained in more detail in [Huysegoms,
13].
Harmonization starts after gathering the requirements of the to-be-created
software system from the demand side stakeholders, the stakeholders who utter
requirements, with the identification of common requirements in order to obtain a
view on the amount and areas of variability in the requirements. It should be more
than just a passive process of comparing requirements by the requirements engineer
alone. When the demand side stakeholders and the requirements engineer engage
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actively in discussions on the requirements, these requirements (and the underlying
variability) are put to the test. It is more than just an observation in the sense that
harmonization also involves negotiation with the demand side stakeholders in order to
obtain more common requirements. Harmonization impacts Pohl’s “Agreement”
dimension [Pohl, 93]. This is beneficial to the demand side stakeholders in a sense
that requirements shared by more stakeholders typically have a higher chance to be
retained and implemented in the to-be-created software system. The systematic
discussions will also have impact the supply side stakeholders, the stakeholders who
will be providing the to-be-created soft-ware system. The benefits of a systematic
approach for the supply side are known to be: opportunities for rapid new
development due to reuse, decreased development costs and decreased effort that
needed to implement instances of the to-be-created software system [Coplien, 98].

Figure 1: Harmonization (1) and Variabilization (2)
Variabilization is the second decision concerning the variability, which can be
taken after the harmonization is done. Variabilization is a negotiation on which
requirements not common for all demand side stake-holders should be retained within
the RE problem of the to-be-created software system during further development.
Indeed, not all collected requirements will also be effectively incorporated into the tobe-created software system. Some requirements are not entirely common to all
stakeholders, but still shared among some of them. Such shared variability can be
retained, while other, more specific, requirements will be considered out of scope for
the to-be-created software system. Once again, like the harmonization, the
variabilization decision can better be taken consciously by the requirements engineer
with all possible input of the stakeholders, since they are not only paying for the tobe-created software, but they will also have to cope themselves with the variability
they deem important but is not retained to be supported by the to-be-created software.
Figure 1 represents both harmonization (1) and variabilization (2) decisions.
Now that both variability decisions are known, one can try to link them within the
RE concerns defined earlier. The variability decisions do not link to the concern of
‘forming the RE problem’ since the overview of the totality of the requirements is
only obtained after the RE problem is formed. Without an overview of the
requirements, and the variability herein, it would be impossible to decide anything in
terms of harmonization or variabilization. The concern of ‘solving the RE problem’
on the other hand may seem a good candidate to link the variability decisions to at
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first sight. However for this concern the set of requirements that needs to be satisfied
is considered fixed, albeit that some can be mandatory and some can be optional. The
problem is that during harmonization requirements can still shift due to the
discussions between the requirements engineer and the stakeholders. These shifts
make it very difficult to solve the RE problem optimally a priori. It can thus be said
that the variability decisions don’t fit well to either of the RE concerns. This could
explain why contemporary research rooted in the research of Zave and Jackson [Zave,
97] has difficulties providing explicit visualization support for the variability
decisions. The solution is to add some kind of third step located in between defining
and solving the requirements problem.
The requirements engineer should be the one responsible for the ‘harmonization
and variabilization’ concern. He or she will need to communicate with all the other
stakeholders on the variability in the requirements so that conscious decisions on the
variability can be made. Prior research [Huysegoms, 11] has shown that the absence
of conscious decisions and communication about variability, may lead to failed
software projects. Visualization is often an effective way to support communication
as it provides support for increasing the focus on the appropriate issues. At the same
time the visualization can be used later on as a form of documentation on the
variability decisions. The use of the visualization technique to solve the complete
traceability problem [Gotel, 94] in RE is however out of scope in this paper.

4

Formal Concept Analysis for Requirements Engineering

Formal concept analysis (FCA) was created as mathematical theory with the purpose
to identify concepts and to create a mathematical order among these concepts. A good
way to state the aim of FCA can be found in the work of Wille [Wille, 05]: “The aim
and meaning of FCA is to support the rational communication of humans by
mathematically developing appropriate conceptual structures which can be logically
activated.” This clearly states that FCA can be used to support the rational
communication by humans, which is the objective of this research on variability.
While originally mostly used in mathematical theory, the visualization aspects of
FCA became more and more popular over the years due to the fact that they are easily
readable. More on the ease of readability and communication capabilities of FCA can
be found in the work of Eklund, Ducrou and Brawn [Eklund, 04]. Nowadays the
visualization capacities of FCA are used not only to purely visualize data, but also to
mine knowledge out of data. An overview on all the uses of FCA can be found in the
work of Poelmans, Elzinga, Viaene and Dedene [Poelmans, 10]. Within this work it
can be seen that FCA has not much been used in the field of RE, which strengthens
the choice for FCA as a novel approach to visualize the variability decisions in RE. In
order to comprehensibly explain the technique of FCA a small example is given
below.
The table on the left of Figure 2 lists certain types of fruits with their colour and
flavour. The types of fruit are the objects O = {apple, banana, cherry, lemon}. The
colour and the flavour of the fruit are called the properties A = {red, green, yellow,
sweet, sour}. Objects and their properties are related as indicated by the X’s in the
table. The whole of objects (O), properties (A) and their one-to-one pair wise relations
(I) is called the formal context (O, A, I). An example of such a relation is the pair
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{apple, red}. This formal context (O, A, I) will be mathematically transformed into a
structure called a concept lattice. The transformation of the formal context into a
concept lattice is one where no information is lost. The concept lattice obtained after
transformation can be represented visually to facilitate communication on the formal
context. The graph representing the concept lattice belonging to the formal context on
the fruit can be seen on the right side of Figure 2.

Figure 2: The Formal Context of Fruit Types
A set of objects X and a set of properties Y together form a formal concept (X, Y)
of the formal context (O, A, I) if and only if each object of X has all the properties of
Y, and if each object which does not belong to X has at least one property which is
not in Y. In the case the above is true, X will be called the extent of the formal
concept, and Y will be called the intent of the formal concept. An example of a formal
concept (X, Y) for the formal context on fruit is the one where X = {apple, cherry} is
the extent and Y = {red, sweet} is the intent. Once all formal concepts are identified,
they can be partially ordered. If there are e.g. two formal concepts (X, Y) and (V, W)
one can order them as (X, Y) ≤ (V, W) when the set objects X is a subset of the set of
objects V. Alternatively, they can also be ordered as (X, Y) ≤ (V, W) when the set of
properties W is a subset of the set of properties Y. In the formal context on the fruit, it
can be seen that e.g. the formal concept (X, Y) with extent X = {apple, cherry} and
intent Y = {red, sweet}; and the formal concept (V, W) with extent V = {apple,
banana, cherry} and intent W = {sweet} can be partially ordered in the way that (X,
Y) ≤ (V, W) since {apple, cherry} is a subset of {apple, banana, cherry} and {sweet}
is a subset of {red, sweet}.
This partial ordering of the formal concepts is exactly what is visualized in the
graph of the concept lattice. In Fig. 2 the formal concept (X, Y) = ({apple, cherry},
{red, sweet}) is the represented by the second node on the third row, while the formal
concept (V, W) = ({apple, banana, cherry}, {sweet}) is represented by the node on the
second row. The formal concept (V, W) is located higher than the formal concept (X,
Y) which is the logical representation of the partial ordering (X, Y) ≤ (V, W). The
advantage of creating a concept lattice is this visualization of that partial ordering and
the resulting visualisation of the level to which properties are shared by objects. The
latter is exactly what is usable in the context of variability management to
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communicate more clearly about requirements and the variability in requirements. In
order to be able to represent the requirements in a lattice the stakeholders which utter
the requirements will be the concepts, and the requirements themselves will be the
properties.

5

QBS, a Real Life Formal Context

In order to test the visualization capabilities of FCA for variability a case study was
conducted. This case study focused on QBS, a customer relationship management
system within the context of a major national insurance company which works with
local insurance agencies. All the insurance agencies work semi-independently with
their own business vision and strategy and can vary both in size and types of
customers they wish to address. In total there are over 300 local agencies which,
although they work semi-independently, still are dependent on the central
headquarters’ IT department for their software systems. Since the current version of
QBS became outdated a newer version was to be made.

Total amount of requirements
Total amount of unified
requirements
Unified requirements shared ≥
50%
Unified requirements shared
<50%
Unified requirements shared
100%

# of requirements (# requirements represented
from total amount requirements)
233
66 (233 of 233)
16 (82 of 233)
50 (151 of 233)
1 (12 of 233)

Table 1: Overview of the QBS Requirements
This provided an opportunity to execute the RE phase with an appropriate focus
on the variability decisions. The requirements gathering was done through individual
interviews with a representative set of insurance agents used by the company for all
IT projects. A list of 233 uttered requirements originating from 8 different insurance
agents was extracted. The issue was that some requirements within the requirements
list were actually duplicates of each other since some of the requirements were stated
by multiple agents in different wordings, like mentioned by Pohl [Pohl, 93]. Therefore
a normalization step was performed during which duplicate requirements were
identified and a ‘normalized’ formulation of these requirements was defined.
After this normalization only 66 unified requirements remained, which were
shared by one or more agents, like mentioned in Table 1. These 66 unified
requirements represent the 233 ‘original’ requirements, as mentioned between
brackets. Out of these 66 unified requirements 16 were shared by 50% or more of the
agents. These 16 unified requirements represent 82 out of the 233 original
requirements. The remaining 50 unified requirements were shared by less than 50%
of the agents and represented 151 of the original requirements.
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Figure 3: The QBS Unified Requirements Concept Lattice
As it is not possible to disclose the exact content of all the requirements
themselves due to legal reasons, the requirements received a number as a unique
identifier by which they can be identified and they will be also referenced through this
number in the remainder of the paper. The interviewed agents will be denoted by
letters of the Greek alphabet. The resulting concept lattice graph shown in Figure 3
provides a clear overview of the requirements and the amount and structure of the
variability present in the requirements.
While the concept lattice graph may seem quite complex at first, it is fairly easy
to extract some interesting observations straight away. Some of the more interesting
figures mentioned in Table 1 can be deducted from the concept lattice graph. There is
one requirement (req 14) shared by all agents as can be seen on row 1 in Figure 3.
There are 22 requirements not shared at all; these are uttered by only a single agent as
can be seen on row 7. The 16 requirements linked to nodes on rows 1-4 are shared by
at least 50% of the stakeholders.
Besides the information present in Table 1, some additional information on the
variability within the requirements can easily be read from the concept lattice graph.
Agent Gamma did not state any requirements which were unique for him, which
makes him a ‘good’ stakeholder in a sense that he generates less variability compared
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to agent Zeta, who has no less than 6 unique requirements. When harmonization is
started it would thus be more beneficial to try to persuade agent Zeta to drop some of
his own specific requirements, than it would be to persuade agent Delta or Epsilon,
since agent Zeta is more likely to be a bigger source of specific variability in the end.
The concept lattice graph hence offers interesting clues to the requirements
engineering on what to focus on during the harmonization efforts.
It is also quite easy to perform additional analysis by drawing additional concept
lattice graphs on subsets of concepts and/or attributes which you want to study more
in depth. A good way to devise subsets of requirements is to delineate categories with
in the set of requirements. In the QBS case study several sub-lattices were drawn,
based on delineating categories of requirements. The formal contexts for these
categories consisted of all the concepts (agents) from the original lattice, but only a
subset of the properties (requirements). Here concept lattice graphs are given for both
the ‘ease of use’ type of requirements and the ‘data feeds’ type of requirements. These
two specific categories of requirements are chosen as illustrative examples, since the
‘ease of use’ requirements contains much variability (the requirements are almost not
shared at all) while the ‘data feeds’ requirements contains much less variability (the
requirements are shared by almost everyone). This amount of variability is reflected
in the shape of the concept lattice graphs.

Figure 4: The ‘Data Feeds’ Lattice (left) and the ‘Ease of Use’ Lattice (right)
The ‘data feeds’ concept lattice graph on the left in Figure 4 has a slimmer shape
(less formal concepts at the same level in the concept lattice graph) compared to the
‘ease of use’ concept lattice graph on the right in Figure 4. The ‘data feeds’ lattice is
three concepts wide at most (the level shared by 2/8) while the ‘ease of use’ lattice is
at most six concepts wide (the level shared by 1/8).
The advantage of analysing subsets of requirements according to their category,
besides the higher clarity of the graphs themselves, makes it possible for the
requirements engineer to quickly focus on the requirement types which contain more
variability or are considered of higher priority, and thus demand more attention during
the variability decisions sub-phase. Once the lattices representing subsets of
requirements are drawn, the same information can be gathered as described for Figure
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3 earlier on. For instance, from Figure 4 it can easily be deduced that the ease of use
requirements of agent Gamma are a subset of those of agent Theta and that those of
agent Epsilon are a subset of those of agent Beta. Agent Gamma and Epsilon are thus
more ‘harmonized’ agents than agents Theta and Beta respectively. Another example
in Figure 4 is that agent Epsilon and Theta are completely ‘harmonized’ with each
other concerning the data feeds since they are linked to the same node in the data
feeds concept lattice graph. It must be noted that by only analysing subsets of
requirements some of the information on the variability is lost, since the interactions
between the subsets are not be represented in the graphs of the subsets. Therefore the
general graph cannot be left aside in favour of the sub-set graphs.

Figure 5: The ‘Data Feeds’ Lattice without req 51 (left) or without req 52 (right)
Besides the pure visual representation of variability, the effect of harmonization
and variabilization decisions can also be easily visualized, and thus documented,
through FCA lattice graphs. Harmonization can be seen as trying to bring the
requirements higher in the lattice graph through negotiation with the stakeholders, or
to make stakeholders dropping requirements if they are too low on the graph. An
example is given based on the ‘data feeds’ concept lattice graph depicted Figure 4.
After analysing this graph, requirements 51 and 52 were identified as good candidates
to be dropped, by Gamma and Zeta; and by Delta and Eta respectively. Visually this
can be easily identified as requirements 51 and 52 are located to the ‘side’ of the
lattice graph compared to the main body of requirements. This resulted in the lattices
shown in Figure 5. As can be seen in both of these concept lattice graphs, the removal
of one requirement immediately leads to an even more harmonized set of
requirements, as the lattice becomes even more slender with a maximum width of
only two concepts.
Variabilization can be visualized on the lattices as well. It is essentially
positioning some imaginary boundary line within the lattice at a certain level to divide
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the requirements which will be supported and the requirements which will be left
aside. Typically the ‘variabilization boundary line’ divides the graph into an upper,
supported part (shared variability) and a lower unsupported part (specific variability).
Assuming that shared variability is variability shared by at least half of the QBS
agents, this variabilization boundary would run were the dotted lines are marked on
Figure 5.

6

Dropping the Flat Requirements Structure Assumption

Up until now everything concerning the visualization looks good. The FCA
technique, as a visualization technique used here, however also has some significant
shortcomings the way it is used in the previous sections. The concept lattice graphs as
they are used here have no possibility to deal with different levels of requirements.
While in the case of QBS this ‘flat’ structure of all requirements being on the same
level can be more or less assumed due to the fact that all requirements were
considered early requirements on the business level, this is certainly not always the
case. In reality requirements are more complex and they are often related to each
other as being refinements of each other. The KAOS method mentioned before even
has such refinement as a central premise. Extending the concept lattice graphs with a
construct similar to the one that KAOS uses for refinement in order to be able to show
refinement relations amongst requirements is a good direction to further improve the
visual representation of variability. Through this requirements refinement an extra
dimension to the concept lattices would be added. The problem is that the concept
lattices are limited to two dimensions, i.e. the ‘object‘ dimension and the ‘property‘
dimension. A third extra dimension should be introduced now, the ‘refinement’
dimension. In order to do this a way has to be found to incorporate more information
in the lattice.
The extra dimension of requirements refinement can be visualized by somehow
using the horizontal dimension in the lattice graph. Since the vertical dimension is
already used fully for the partial ordering, the horizontal dimension is the most
straightforward option. An example for this can be found in Figure 6. The left hand
side of Figure 6 is a detail of Figure 5 with a representation of the refinement of
requirement 15 into requirements 15a and 15b with horizontally aligned edges. The
problem with this visualization is however that the refined requirements are not part
of the original lattice structure (part of the formal context now). When requirements
15a and 15b would be included in the formal context Figure 5 would turn into the
concept lattice graph on the right hand side of Figure 6.
The problem with the concept lattice on the right hand side of Figure 6 is that in
order to make all refinement lines visible, concept point A should be split up, as now
requirement 15 and 15a are on the same concept point, and no refinement edge
between them can be shown. This split would also make the fact visible that there are
two edges between concept points A and B, one normal concept lattice edge and one
refinement edge.
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Figure 6: The 'Refinement' Dimension in Concept Lattices
These adjustments would however inherently make the concept lattice graph
more complex as more nodes and edges would appear. One must know that these
refinement adjustments are only done for one single requirement in the example here,
in reality they should be done for all requirements when requirement refinement
would be included. As a result, the power of the visualization to readily support
communication with non-technical stakeholders would probably drop significantly,
and the time investment new stakeholders must make to get to understand the
visualization would rise.
Another very important issue that arises from requirements refinement is the
levelling of requirements. In the example of Figure 6 it was easy to make o formal
context of all the requirements at one level since they were all considered at the same
level. In reality however all requirements arrive without any indication on which level
they should be situated, and the same stakeholders can even switch levels himself
when uttering multiple needs. A solution would be to include all the requirements on
all levels into the same formal context and thus dropping the refinement dimension by
‘ignoring’ it, but this would make the concept lattice very cluttered. At the same time
there would be requirements uttered by one stakeholder on one level which may fulfil
other requirements (partially) of another stakeholder on a different level. But at this
point it might perfectly well be that the second stakeholder is also happy when the
requirements of the first stakeholder are fulfilled while his own requirements are not
completely fulfilled, since they sufficiently encompass their own needs.
The only way to really solve all the issues mentioned in a way that it remains
easily comprehensible is to return to a single level of requirements like it was
assumed before. The requirements engineer will then first have to equalize all the
requirements at a chosen level before visualizing the variability with FCA. This
equalizing can also be seen as part of the iterative aspect of the RE cycle, where the
levels of the requirements are being communicated back to the stakeholders which
uttered them, and at the same time their opinion on whether requirements of other
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stakeholders can suffice their own needs can be questioned. RE thus remains a
process where human interaction is needed, but where FCA can surely provide some
visual aid in the communication.

7

Conclusion and Future Research

A previous case study [Huysegoms, 13] already demonstrated the importance of good
and clear communication during RE. Variability management, which is a substantial
part in RE from the moment several stakeholders are involved, is one aspect of
requirements management for which the communication is even more key if the
variability decisions (as a part of the RE problem) are to be taken in a traceable and
objective way. In order to achieve this, a way of visualizing the impact of variability
decisions is studied. The technique of formal concept analysis is identified as a good,
yet unexplored, potential candidate visualization method, since no mention is made of
its use in this particular context in existing surveys on formal concept analysis
[Poelmans, 10].
With the aid of a real-life case study within the insurance sector called QBS the
value of formal concept analysis is tested. This pilot study resulted in the indication
that visualization through formal concept analysis can create value as it is a way to
visually identify the points of attention that need to be focused upon when making the
variability decisions. The QBS case study however revealed that using formal concept
analysis only on the total set of requirements in real life is insufficient, since the
lattice can become quite complex. In order to have a better visualization additional
lattices can be created based on subsets of requirements divided by their type, which
is context depended. It is not good however to only focus on the subset lattices as
some information on the interaction between the types of requirements can only be
observed in the lattice on all the requirements.
Whereas in the pilot-study the researchers were taking the role of requirements
engineers, future research will focus on providing a validation cycle with the actual
requirements engineers of the QBS project. Based on the case study the added value
of visualizing variability through concept lattices can be shown to practi-tioners in
order to generate feedback from them. Next, the utility of the FCA visualization for
the stakeholders will also be tested, by investigating how the FCA-graph might
influence their willingness to negotiate. Besides validation future research will also
look into adding even more information in the visualization. Right now there is no
way to visualize conflicting requirements or requirement dependencies. Adding this
would improve the value of the variability concept lattices. At the same time the
issues mentioned in the sixth section would also benefit from further research.
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